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Due to the fact that problem occurs to the traditional algorithm in the internal change process of the sample set, this paper
proposes a distributed virtual reality face recognition algorithm based on the personal intelligent terminal. By the utilization of
the face image library with multiple description functions through expansion, the pixel intensity of the face image has data
information, the original face image can be used to generate a face image with higher intensity pixels, and the mirror image
can increase the detailed data information of the image. By effectively combining source domain images with initialization
images, a scalable image set can be generated. According to parameter-free modeling, the image can be extended as a personal
intelligent terminal. The test sample images of the same category and different source domains can form an image set and
finally use the residual discriminant function to complete the face recognition. Finally, the results of the experimental analysis
show that the distributed virtual reality face recognition accuracy analysis method proposed in this paper can not only build a
face image database with multiple reconstruction functions but also effectively use the correlation within the face samples to
improve the accuracy of face recognition and implement face recognition. Compared with other facial recognition algorithms,
this algorithm has higher recognition accuracy and faster recognition speed.

1. Introduction

The study of face recognition has a long history. People
are usually distinguished based on facial recognition. How-
ever, due to the limitation of the comprehensive reasons of
theory, practice, and general environment, the problem of
face recognition did not attract the attention of academic
circles until the middle of the 20th century. In recent
years, with the rapid development of society and science
technology, computer vision technology, and pattern rec-
ognition technology, facial recognition technology has
gradually become a hot topic in the field of vision and rec-
ognition research [1, 2]. Since the “9.11” incident in the
United States, people have put forward higher require-
ments for information security and concealment, including
how to break through the traditional facial inspection and
recognition methods. Accurate and fast facial recognition
has become the focus of attention. Facial recognition tech-
nology is a recognition method based on biological fea-
tures, which is also a major breakthrough in the history

of human vision development. The research field includes
image processing, artificial intelligence, and pattern recog-
nition [3, 4]. For fingerprint recognition, voice recognition,
and iris recognition and other features, face recognition is
more rapid, vivid, and natural, and the face image can be
obtained without interfering with the subject’s face [5]. For
the face of the recognized person, no other restrictions are
required, and the face recognition system does not need a
dedicated image collection device, so the cost is also low,
and the face recognition technology has gradually been
favored by people [6, 7]. At present, many researchers in
China and other countries have carried out in-depth
research on face recognition technology, among which
the representative research institutions are the MIT Media
Lab and the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. The Robot-
ics Laboratory of Carnegie Mellon University in the
United States, the INR Research Institute in France, and
the Beckman Laboratory of the University of Illinois in
the United States conducted face tests according to the
facial recognition supplier test organized by the National
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Bureau of Standards and Technology. Research data on
face test shows that the recognition accuracy of face recog-
nition technology in the world has exceeded the average
level of human research, and the recognition rate of
high-definition and high-quality face images can reach
almost 100%. Chinese research on face recognition tech-
nology started relatively late, starting in the late 1990s,
but with the joint efforts of many research institutions
and organizations, remarkable results have been achieved,
for example, Chinese Tsinghua University, Peking Univer-
sity, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, and
Shanghai Jiaotong University. In the field of facial skin
color detection, Tsinghua University has studied the detec-
tion method of facial adaptability by improving traditional
facial recognition methods and optimizing facial color and
features. Shanghai Jiaotong University has completed a
multilevel structure face detection and tracking algorithm
by using face recognition technologies such as eigenface,
template matching, and data information. Despite the
complex and changeable environment, the algorithm can
accurately identify and track faces with multiple expres-
sions from multiple angles. In terms of the accuracy of
face recognition, the face recognition mode proposed by
the Automation Laboratory of Harbin Institute of Tech-
nology has played a significant role in promoting the fur-
ther development of intelligent surveillance recognition in
China and has made breakthrough progress especially in
the research of target tracking, fast face recognition, and
detailed analysis [8, 9].

Face recognition is the ability to automatically and
accurately detect database information corresponding to
faces in complex environments. Usually, due to the differ-
ence of the environment, the location of the face cannot
be perceived and located in advance. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to judge whether there is a face in the target environ-
ment of the study. If there is a face, it is necessary to
further determine the specific position corresponding to
the face in the collected image. Factors such as light inten-
sity, face size, noise, and changing occlusion may increase
the difficulty of face recognition. The goal of face recogni-
tion is to accurately detect facial features on the basis of
collecting face images and meanwhile divide the face
image into two parts: face and nonface, so as to make
basic preparations for face recognition. Facial features, also
known as facial feature extraction, refer to the use of spe-
cialized detection methods to describe the detected facial
images and the facial images corresponding to the facial
database. Commonly used description methods include
geometric feature method, feature extraction method, alge-
braic feature method, and moiré pattern detection method.
Facial recognition actually compares the detected facial
image data with the facial images in the precreated data-
base to detect accurate personnel information, mainly
how to choose the appropriate facial image matching
method and description method. The system architecture
of face recognition is closely related to the description
method of face images. Usually, the global detection
method can be used, or the face matching method based
on facial feature description can be used [10, 11].

According to the relevant performance and differential
performance existing in the sample that can be effectively
used, this paper proposes a distributed virtual reality face
recognition algorithm based on the personal intelligent
terminal. Distributed virtual reality processing technology
can be used to identify medium-intensity pixel data infor-
mation; the image set with high face image pixels can be
used, to build a parameter-free model for the extended
image data dictionary and construct sample images of
the same category and different source domains. Finally,
experiments verify the effectiveness and practicability of
the algorithm.

2. Research-Related Algorithms

Definition 1 (distributed virtual reality quantity). The space
suspension lattice is used to illustrate the model of the initial
suspension lattice of the facial feature data information; it
can be defined as a distributed virtual reality quantity, and
the expression is

S Vð Þ =Nl
i ×Nc

j × Z, ð1Þ

V = 2,N ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤max Nð Þ, ð2Þ
1 ≤ j ≤max Nð Þ, 1 ≤ Z ≤max Nx,y, z

� �
: ð3Þ

In the formula, SðVÞ represents the distributed virtual
reality volume of the face image; the initialization space sus-
pension lattice of the face image is two-dimensional, V = 2;
Nx,y ⋅ z represents the coordinates ðx, yÞ corresponding to
the distributed virtual reality quantity under the condition
of face image stretching; Z represents the corresponding
thickness of the distributed virtual reality quantity; Nl, Nc

represent the number of rows and columns of the floating
lattice of the face image; i and j represent the coordinate
coefficient of the lattice D in turn; Nx,y ⋅ z is expressed as
the total length of the z-axis under the three-dimensional
coordinate axis after the floating lattice projection of the face
image [12].

Then, the minimum distributed VR quantity can be
expressed as

S 2ð Þ di,j,z
� �

=

d1,1,z d1,2,z ⋯ d1,I,z

d2,1,z d2,2,z ⋯ d2,I,z

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

dJ ,1,z dJ ,2,z ⋯ dJ ,I,z

2
666664

3
777775
, ð4Þ

z =min Nx,y ⋅ z
� �

: ð5Þ
Among them, di,j,z represents the spatial coordinates

corresponding to the minimum distributed virtual reality
quantity.

Definition 2. The three-dimensional space corresponding to
the distributed virtual reality quantity can be expressed as
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the characteristic value of the personal intelligent terminal,
and the expression formula is

ϕ vð Þ
s = xN × yN × zDep,

1 ≤Dep ≤max Nx,y ⋅ z
� �

, v ≡ 3:
ð6Þ

In the formula, s represents the distributed virtual real-
ity quantity, x, y, and z represent the coordinate coefficient
of the personal intelligent terminal in turn; Dep represents
the depth of the personal intelligent terminal, and the
minimum depth represents the minimum value 1 corre-
sponding to the thickness Z of the distributed virtual real-
ity quantity.

The personal intelligent terminal can express it as the
n-fold stretch of the z-axis of the minimum distributed
virtual reality quantity, and the expression formula is as
follows:

ϕ 3ð Þ
s V x, y, zð Þ½ � =

V 0, 0, z+ð Þ V 1, 0, z+ð Þ ⋯ V x, 0, z+ð Þ
V 0, 1, z+ð Þ V 1, 1, z+ð Þ ⋯ V x, 1, z+ð Þ

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

V 0, y, z+ð Þ V 1, y, z+ð Þ ⋯ V x, y, z+ð Þ

2
666664

3
777775
,

ð7Þ

where

V x, y, z+ð Þ =

x≡, y≡, z11
� �

x≡, y≡, z21
� �

⋯ x≡, y≡, zn1ð Þ
x≡, y≡, z12
� �

x≡, y≡, z22
� �

⋯ x≡, y≡, zn2ð Þ
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

x≡, y≡, z1Z
� �

x≡, y≡, z2Z
� �

⋯ x≡, y≡, znZð Þ

2
666664

3
777775
:

ð8Þ

According to the above expression, x≡, y≡ represents
the invariant corresponding to the x- and y-axes; n repre-

sents the stretching factor corresponding to the z-axis,
which is the depth of the personal intelligent terminal;
the value Z ∈ ½1, max ðNx,y ⋅ zÞ�; Vðx, y, zÞ represents the
corresponding coordinate value of the face image after
spatial stretching [10].

Definition 3 (eigenvalues). The spatial radiation vector clus-
ter of the floating point Dϕ

ðx,y,zÞ corresponding to the personal

intelligent terminal and its similar floating point Dϕ
ðx∗ ,y∗ ,z∗Þ

can be defined as the eigenvalue and can be expressed as

η
vð Þ
d = Dϕ dð Þ

x,y,zð Þ,D
ϕ
x∗ ,y∗ ,z∗ð Þ

� �
=

Dϕ dð Þ
x,y,zð Þ,D

ϕ
x,y,z+1ð Þ

� �
Dϕ dð Þ

x,y,zð Þ,D
ϕ
x,y,z−1ð Þ

� �

Dϕ dð Þ
x,y,zð Þ,D

ϕ
x,y+1,zð Þ

� �
Dϕ dð Þ

x,y,zð Þ,D
ϕ
x,y−1,zð Þ

� �

Dϕ dð Þ
x,y,zð Þ,D

ϕ
x+1,y,zð Þ

� �
Dϕ dð Þ

x,y,zð Þ,D
ϕ
x−1,y,zð Þ

� �

2
6666664

3
7777775
, 

d = 1, 2,⋯, Z:
ð9Þ

In the formula, d represents the i-th eigenvalue in the
personal intelligent terminal, i ≡ d ∈ ½1, Z�; the matrix infor-
mation of the eigenvalues can be expressed with the floating
point Dϕ

ðx,y,zÞ and the suspension points Dϕ
ðx∗ ,y∗ ,z∗Þ corre-

sponding to different directions of up and down, left and
right, and front and rear. There are 6 radiation vectors in
total. The spatial model of eigenvalues is shown in Figure 1.

Then, the individual radiation vectors can be expressed
using the formula

Dϕ dð Þ
x,y,zð ÞD

ϕ
x∗ ,y∗ ,z∗ð Þ

� �
=

Δx∗

Δy∗

Δz∗

2
664

3
775 =

x′∗ − x∗

y′∗ − y∗

z′∗ − z∗

2
664

3
775: ð10Þ

x′∗, y′∗, and z′∗ in the formula are sequentially
expressed as the initialization coordinate coefficient of the
radiation vector; Δ indicates the corresponding coordinate
error value.

Definition 4 (field space dimension). The three spatial
dimensions adopted by the personal intelligent terminal
can be expressed as spatial dimensions, and then, the cor-
responding personal intelligent terminal dimension can be
regarded as the first-order dimension [11], which is repre-
sented by δε1; the personal intelligent terminal radiation
vector cluster, that is, the dimension of the eigenvalue is
defined as two-dimensional, represented by δε2; the dimen-
sion of a single radiation vector can be defined as three-
dimensional, represented by δε3; the expression is as fol-

D (x,y+1,x)

D (x,y,x+1)

D (x+1,y,x)D (x–1,y,x)

z

x

y

D (x,y–1,x)

Figure 1: Spatial model of eigenvalues.
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lows:

δε3 ⊂ δε2 ⊂ δε1, ε ∈ 0, 6½ �,

δε1 =
xε1, 0 ≤ x ≤N

yε1, 0 ≤ y ≤N

zε1, 1 ≤ z ≤N

8>><
>>:

=

x2′ x2″ x‴2

x″2″ x‴2″ x‴
‴
2

2
4

3
5

y2′ y2″ y‴2

y″2″ y″‴2 y‴
‴
2

2
4

3
5

z2′ z2″ z‴2

z″2″ z″‴2 z‴
‴
2

2
4

3
5

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

,

δε2 =

xε2, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 6⇒

Dϕ
3 , x′ −Dϕ

3 :x
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , x″ −Dϕ

3 :x
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , x‴ −Dϕ

3 :x
��� ���

2

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

,

yε2, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 6⇒

Dϕ
3 , y′ −Dϕ

3 :y
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , y″ −Dϕ

3 :y
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , y‴ −Dϕ

3 :y
��� ���

2

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

,

zε2, 0 ≥ ε ≤ 6⇒

Dϕ
3 , z′ −Dϕ

3 :z
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , z″ −Dϕ

3 :z
��� ���

2

Dϕ
3 , z‴ −Dϕ

3 :z
��� ���

2

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

δε3 =

ρ λx′~′′′
� �

=

λx′I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λx′~′′′
� �

λx″I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λx′~′′′
� �

λ‴x I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λx′~′′′
� �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

,

ρ λy′~′′′
� �

=

λy′I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λy′~′′′
� �

λy″I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λy′~′′′
� �

λ‴y I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λy′~′′′
� �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

,

ρ λz′~′′′
� �

=

λz′I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λz′~′′′
� �

λz″I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λz′~′′′
� �

λ‴z I − βj

��� ���⇒ ρ λz′~′′′
� �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

:

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

In the formula, ρðλx,y,z′ ∼′′′Þ =max ðjλjÞ represents the

spectral radius corresponding to the equation kλz″I − βjk,
βj represents the dimension matrix, I represents the iden-

tity matrix, ðx2′∼′′′′′′, y2′∼′′′′′′, z2′∼′′′′′′Þ represents the
coordinates of the neighborhood eigenvalues in the
second-order dimension in turn, and ðDϕ

3 ⋅ x′∼′′′′′′,D
ϕ
3 ⋅ y′

∼′′′′′′,Dϕ
3 ⋅ z′∼′′′′′′Þ represents the offset coordinates cor-

responding to the eigenvalues of different vectors in the
third-order dimension in turn. At this time, the dimension
ω of the personal intelligent terminal is expressed as ω =

Q
1≤i≤3
0≤j≤6
0≤k≤3

εiεjεk.

Definition 5 (dimension cohesion). If the space dimension
corresponding to the quantum space ðϕi, i = 1, 2,⋯,nÞ of dis-
tributed virtual reality is represented by δðϕiÞ, and then, ϕi is
mainly composed of the eigenvalues η1 ⋯ ηm and expressed
with ϕi = coupðη1 ⋯ ηmÞ; then, for the randomly selected
ϕi, ϕi+1 in ϕi, the following connection relationship of spatial
dimensions can exist: δðϕiÞ + δðϕi+1Þ = δðϕi + ϕi+1Þ + δðϕi ∩
ϕi+1Þ and finite dimension exist in ϕi + ϕi+1 and ϕi ∩ ϕi+1.

Definition 6 (face feature image). Turn the target face image
to the personal intelligent terminal, and the obtained three-
dimensional face model is regarded as the face feature image
Y , which is represented by Yðα, βÞ, where α and β represent
the depth and dimensional data [11]. Then, the depth data of
the facial feature image is represented as follows:

α
D

D
depD′� �

=

〠
D1

S1≤D′≤S2

depD′
x,y,z

������
������
∞

⋯ 〠
D1

SN−1≤D′≤SN

depD′
x,y,z

������
������
∞

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

〠
DN

S1≤D′≤S2

depD′
x,y,z

������
������
∞

⋯ 〠
DN

SN−1≤D′≤SN

depD′
x,y,z

������
������
∞

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
:

ð12Þ

If Ti,j,k represents the area corresponding to the eigen-
value dimension in the face feature image space, then the
face feature image dimension in this area can be expressed
by the following formula:

β
δε

δ′
Ti,j,k
� �

=

β1,1,k β1,2,k ⋯ β1,N ,k

β2,1,k β2,2,k ⋯ β2,N ,k

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

βN ,1,k βN ,2,k ⋯ βN ,N ,k

2
6666664

3
7777775
, i ∈ 0,N½ �,

j ∈ 0,N½ �, k ∈ 1, max depð Þ½ �:
ð13Þ

It can be calculated according to the eigenvalues of the
facial feature images in the above expressions. The super-
script character D of α represents the number of eigenvalues
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in the random subspace (1 ≤D ≤N) and the eigenvalue var-
iable of the facial image displayed by the subscript; the mark
above β represents the field space dimension, δεð0 ≤ δε ≤ 54Þ
. The subscript represents the dimension scalar of the face
image; SN represents the field scalar of the distributed virtual
reality quantity, and S1 and S2 represent the metric values of
first eigenvalue space and the second eigenvalue space in
turn. DN is the number of eigenvalues in the Nth subspace,
and D1 is the number of eigenvalues in the first subspace.

3. Algorithm Steps

The algorithm steps are as follows.
1. Initialize the original model of distributed virtual real-

ity (see Definition 1).
2. Perform luminance signal detection on the N ×M face

image that should be recognized, and calculate the distribu-
tion probability of the pixels corresponding to the gray level.

3. Calculate the information entropy value correspond-
ing to each gray level. The information entropy H of the
image is

H Að Þ = 〠
N

i=1
pi × log 1

pi

� �
= −ai 〠

N

i=1
pi × log pið Þs: ð14Þ

Here, HðAÞ represents the information quantity of the
random variable A and represents the self-information
quantity of the random variable, and in this case, the self-
information quantity is 0. −log ðpiÞaipi = 0 − log ðpiÞ.

4. Calculate the information entropy distribution corre-
sponding to the parallax image, and count the extreme
points of the one-dimensional information entropy.

5. Calculate the grayscale corresponding to the case
where the maximum value is obtained by the information
entropy distribution, and use it as the segmentation thresh-
old for several subregions of the image.

6. The change of gray level in each subregion (increase
and decrease of gray level) is positioned from top to bottom
using a vector, and the direction and length of the vector
represent the direction and width of the change of gray level,
respectively [13].

7. Projection of personal intelligent terminal
(1) Compare the gray value of the pixel corresponding to

the starting point and end point of each gradient vector with
the maximum gray value max τij, ϖ

i
j, namely, ϖi

j = τij/max ð
τÞ, ϖi

j ≤ 1.
(2) Each gradient vector is rotated to the personal intel-

ligent terminal model in the three-dimensional direction of
the z-axis, and the rotation angle is θij. θ

i
j = ϖi

j × π/2 = πτij/2
max ðτÞ, θ ≤ π/2.

8. Connect each eigenvalue space formed by each subre-
gion of the projected image to the edge dimension (refer to
Definition 5) to form a complete personal intelligent
terminal.

9. Identify nose space, eye space, mouth space, and cheek
space. Among them, the subspace of the nose is distributed
on the outermost part of the personal intelligent terminal,

with the high cohesion of the eigenvalues, and the eigen-
values of other subspaces have no interference. The other
three spaces can be discriminated according to the corre-
sponding convex and concave features [14].

10. Based on the original personal intelligent terminal
model, calculate the offset angle of the projected personal
intelligent terminal. The position deviation of each subspace
is corrected by rotating the corresponding angle of the y-axis
of the personal intelligent terminal.

11. Calculate the average density of the eigenvalues of the
personal intelligent terminal, count the areas where the
eigenvalue density in each subspace is lower than the average
density, take the average density as the upper limit of filling,
and carry out the filling of eigenvalues (depth and dimension
are filled with the average value) and then compensation for
small noisy areas of the face.

Suppose m is the maximum value of all pixels and is a
regular grayscale image m = 255. The method for generating
a midintensity pixel image J from the original image I is as
follows: Iij

J ij = Iij ⋅ m − Iij
� �

: ð15Þ

Jij represents the intensities of the pixels in the ith row
and jth column of the midintensity pixel image J .

From formula (2), it can be obtained: first, if Iij is m or 0,
Jij will be 0. Second, if Iij is between 0 and m, then Jij takes
the maximum value when it is m/2. Third, the closer Iij is to
m/2, the larger Jij Therefore, in the image of medium-
intensity pixels, only the positions of the original image
pixels close to the medium pixels are enhanced, and other
positions are weakened, which has a significant effect on
extracting salient features. The first row of Figure 2 is a par-
tial original image of the GT face database, and the second
row is the corresponding midintensity pixel image.

Studies have shown that different pixels play different
roles in image classification. Medium-intensity pixels are
more stable under changing face images. The original image
and the pixel intensity generated image can provide multiple
features of the same face image. The fusion of original image,
mirror image, and midpixel image constitutes the distrib-
uted virtual reality processing technology of this paper,

Figure 2: GT library original image and medium intensity pixel
image.
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which realizes multiple description of facial images and bet-
ter completes facial recognition.

Compared to parametric modeling models of image sets,
parametric modeling methods have many advantageous
properties because no parameter distributions need to be
estimated. A simple parameter-free modeling approach is
the encapsulation modeling approach that models a set of
images as a linear combination of its samples.

Assuming the image set Y = fy1,⋯,yi,⋯,ynag, yi ∈ Rd , the
convex closure of the image set Y is defined as HðYÞ = f∑
aiyig. In general, ∑ai = 1 is required and the coefficient ai
is bounded:

H Yð Þ = 〠aiyi 〠ai = 1, 0 ≤ ai ≤ τ
			n o

: ð16Þ

Assuming that one image set Y = fy1,⋯,yi,⋯,ynag is
another image set Z = fz1,⋯,zi,⋯,znzg, the image set is
modeled as a convex closed grouping, and the distance from
image set Y to image set Z is defined as

mina,b  〠aiyi−〠bjzj
��� ���2

2

s:t: 〠ai = 1, 0 ≤ ai ≤ τ

 〠bi = 1, 0 ≤ bi ≤ τ

ð17Þ

If the two image sets are disjoint, the single set-to-single
set distance of expression (4) is the closest two-point dis-
tance of the two convex closed groups, as shown in
Figure 3. If each class is viewed as a set of images, the max-
imum boundary between two classes is the group-to-group
distance.

4. Accuracy Analysis of Distributed Virtual
Reality Face Recognition

The feature extraction of the face image should be conducted
with a corresponding matching method. The statistical
method generally adopts the Mahalanobis or Euclidean

Distance

Y Z

Figure 3: Convex closure of single-set-to-single-set distances.

h-d-e-a/2-b/2
h

a

w

b

d

c

Figure 4: Face mask template structure.

Original image Masked imageMasked template

Figure 5: Image masking effect of face recognition.

Figure 6: Partial image of three source domain images of ORL.
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Figure 7: Comparison of positive solution rates of different
algorithms in ORL database.
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distance, and some face recognition systems use the
weighted Euclidean distance algorithm. Among them, the
template matching method based on the minimum Euclid-

ean distance algorithm is a simple and commonly used
method. The basic principle of this method is to assume that
the distance modulo value between the face image projected
in the feature space and the initial image is the minimum
value, and then, the corresponding target can be identified
as the original image.

The corresponding operation process is as follows.

(1) Assume a training sample of face images based on
the H feature space. Face image test sample. Among
them, i represents the number of samples for image
training and testing. The KPCA method is used to
Mahalanobis process the training samples; to obtain
feature vectors, selectM eigenvalues from the feature
vectors of each group and form the feature space by
the feature vectors corresponding to the f eigen-
values. The main eigenvalues of the training samples
are all contained in the feature space

(2) Project the value φðxiÞ of the training sample xi in
the H space based on the H feature space into the
feature space, and then, the mth projection coeffi-
cient can be expressed as

f m xið Þ = VT
mφ xið Þ� �

= 〠
K

k=1
αmk VT

mφ xið Þ� �
: ð18Þ

Then, the feature vector FðxiÞ =
½ f1ðxiÞ, f2ðxiÞ,:⋯ , f mðxiÞ�T of the training sample xi is
obtained.

(3) Then, project the test sample data xfSdgifSeg into
the feature space to obtain the corresponding feature
vector, which is expressed as

F yið Þ = f1 yið Þ, f2 yið Þ,:⋯ , f m yið Þ½ �T : ð19Þ
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Figure 8: Recognition rates of various algorithms for dimensional
changes.

Figure 9: Partial image of GT3 source domain images.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the accuracy of different algorithms in
the GT database.
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Figure 11: Recognition rates of various algorithms for dimensional
changes.
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In the formula, f mðyiÞ is the projection coefficient of φð
yiÞ corresponding to the mth eigenvector.

(4) Minimum Euclidean distance template matching:
the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors
of image training samples and test samples defined

in this paper can be expressed as a measured value
close to the two.

d xi, yið Þ = F xið Þ − F yið Þk k2 = 〠
M

m=1
f m xið Þ − f m yið Þj j2: ð20Þ

According to the above formula, if the minimum value is
taken from d, the corresponding template type is the type of
the test sample.

This section details the solution of formula (18);
although both the L1 parameter and the L2 parameter can
normalize the coefficient vectors a and b, the sparse solution
of the L1 parameter solution is sparser, so this paper adopts
the L1 parameter normalization closure to solve the
problem.

The L1 normalized closing grouping of test set Y is
defined as follows:

H Yð Þ = 〠aiyi ak kl1 < δ
n o

s:t: 〠ai = 1
ð21Þ

The L1 norm regularization closure of distributed virtual
reality processing technology is defined as follows:

H Xð Þ = 〠bixi bk kl1 < δ
n o

: ð22Þ

The distance between closure Y and closure X is defined
as follows:

mina,b  Ya − Xbk k22
s:t:  ak kl1 < δ1, bk kl1 < δ2,〠ai = 1

ð23Þ

Equation (23) minimization problem (20) is rewritten in
Lagrangian form.

mina,b  Ya − Xbk k22 + λ1 ak kl1 + λ2 bk kl1
s:t: 〠ai = 1

ð24Þ

Here are positive constants for the balance residual and
normalization matrix. In the formula λ1λ2, if the test set Y
is only one sample and then if a = 1, the method simplifies
to the SRC process.

Face recognition is easily affected by light intensity,
image acquisition angle, and facial expression. In order to
improve the effect of face image recognition, it is usually
necessary to convert grayscale images from spatial domain
representation to frequency domain representation. Among
them, Gabor wavelet transform is a commonly used signal
and image representation method. In order to avoid storing
key features of nonface key features and reduce the feature
dimension, this paper extracts the Gabor features of pixels
in the corresponding face feature area after the face image
is masked by the mask template and excludes the areas

Figure 12: Partial image of the FERET database set.
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Figure 13: Recognition rates of several methods for FERET face
database.
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Figure 14: Recognition rates of various algorithms for dimensional
changes.
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outside the masked area that have little effect on face recog-
nition, which will greatly reduce the dimension of the Gabor
feature vector, thereby reducing the space complexity and
shortening the processing time of the facial feature extrac-
tion algorithm.

The implementation steps of the facial feature extraction
algorithm are as follows:

(1) Preprocessing the collected face images

(2) Use the face detection classifier to obtain the face
area

(3) The method of human eye detection and pupil posi-
tioning is used to lock the position of the human eye
and mask the collected face image and correct the
facial expression and posture to obtain an effective
face area

(4) Gabor feature extraction is performed on the
obtained face area, and the image sampling rate is
set to 8 × 8, to obtain LaGrange Gabor features cor-
responding to valid face regions

The face mask template used in this paper is mainly
composed of three parts: ellipse 1, ellipse 2, and rectangle,
as shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, W represents the width of the face image; h
represents the height of the face image; a represents the
short axis length of ellipse 1; b represents the short axis
length of ellipse 2; assuming that the value of a is 0.5 h, the
value of b is 0.85 h, the value of c is 0.75w, the value of d is
0.05 h, and the value of e is 0.1 h. Therefore, the above com-
putable image coordinates are

Ellipse 1 :
x − a/2ð Þ + eð Þ

a/2


 �2
+ y −w

c/2
h i

≤ 1:0,

Ellipse 2 :
x − h − b/2ð Þ − dð Þ

b/2


 �2
+ y −w

c/2
h i

≤ 1:0,

rectangle

a
2 + e

� �
≤ x ≤

h
2 −

b
2 − d − e

� �
,

w
2 −

c
2

� �
≤ y ≤

w
2 + c

2
� �

:

8>><
>>:

ð25Þ

The corresponding sample value of any pixel outside the
above three valid regions is 0. Therefore, the Gabor wavelet
transform algorithm needs to be used only for feature
extraction for the pixels in the effective area. For 64 × 64 face
images, the feature dimension of Gabor wavelet transform is
256 using traditional 8 × 8 acquisition. However, by using
the Gabor feature extraction algorithm based on the above-
mentioned given template parameters and face effective area,
the Gabor feature dimension of 1360 can be obtained, and
the feature dimension can be reduced by 1200. The reduced
image feature dimension is in the nonface key feature
regions such as the corresponding hairstyle and shooting
background. Figure 5 shows the masking effect of the micro
face recognition image.

5. Analysis of Experiment and Results

A series of experiments are performed on the ORL, CMU
PIE, GT, and FERET face databases with this method. In
addition, based on the classification-based sparse representa-
tion algorithm (SRC), the classification-based collaborative
representation algorithm (CRC), the sparse representation
algorithm (ESRC) combined with the distributed virtual
reality processing technology of intraclass variation, the
sparse representation algorithm for decentralized virtual
reality processing technology combining original images
and eigenfaces (PCA-SRC) and decentralized virtual reality
processing technology performance algorithm that combines
the original image and the mirror image (Ori-Sym) are com-
pared and tested.

The ORL database has 40 people, each with 10 face
images. From the knowledge of Section 2.1, the original
image and the midpixel image are generated to form the
expanded image set. Figure 6 is a partial image of ORL data-
base settings, the first row is the original image, the second
row is the mirror image, and the third row is the midpixel
image.

In the experiment, N ð= 4, 5, 6Þ images are selected for
each source image classification to form the distributed vir-
tual reality processing technology, the images in different
regions of the same pose form the test set, and the test sam-
ples form the image set. The original image size is 56× 46.
Downsampling is used to downscale the image and provide
the recognition rate when the dimension changes.

By combining three source domain training images to
construct an extended personal intelligent terminal, an
image modeling test closure grouping of the same isotope
domain is constructed [15]. Figure 7 compares the
classification-based sparse representation algorithm (SRC),
the classification-based collaborative representation algo-
rithm (CRC), and the sparse representation algorithm of
the intraclass variation joint distribution virtual reality
processing technology (ESRC), sparse representation algo-
rithm of decentralized virtual reality processing technology
(PCA-SRC) that combines the original image and feature
face, and the decentralized virtual reality processing tech-
nology representation algorithm (Ori-Sym) that combines
the original image and the mirror image, and the accurate
recognition rate of different training samples of this
method.

Experiments are carried out at different dimensions of
the image, using the classification-based sparse representa-
tion algorithm (SRC), the classification-based collaborative
representation algorithm (CRC), and the sparse representa-
tion algorithm with intraclass variation joint distribution
virtual reality processing technology (ESRC); under the
dimensional change of this method, the sparse representa-
tion algorithm (PCA-SRC) of the decentralized virtual real-
ity processing technology that combines the original image
and the eigenface is compared [16, 17]. Figure 8 shows the
recognition rate curve of the various algorithms in different
dimensions of the image. As can be seen from Figure 8,
the recognition rate of this method is higher than that of
other algorithms.
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The GT (Georgia Tech Face Database) database is 50
people, and each person has 15 face images. An extended
dataset is formed by generating original images and midpixel
images from the knowledge of Section 2.1. Figure 9 is a par-
tial image of the GT database, the first row is the original
image, the second row is the mirror image, and the third
row is the midintensity pixel image.

For each source image classification, N ð= 7, 8, 9Þ images
are selected to constitute the distributed virtual reality pro-
cessing technology, the images of the same pose and hetero-
geneous regions constitute the test set, and the test samples
constitute the image set. The whole image is processed in
grayscale, and the image is processed by dimensionality
reduction to provide the recognition rate when the dimen-
sion changes.

By combining training images of three source domains,
construct an extended personal intelligent terminal and
establish an image modeling test closure grouping of the
same isotope domain. Figure 10 shows the accurate recogni-
tion rate of SRC, CRC, ESRC, PCA-SRC, and Ori-Sym and
the number of different training samples of this method.

We conduct experiments on the effect of dimensional
changes on the algorithm and compare SRC, CRC, ESRC,
and PCA-SRC with this method in dimension variation.
Figure 11 is the recognition rate curve of various algorithms
when the dimension changes.

The FERET face database contains 200 people, and each
person contains 7 face images. N ð= 3, 4, 5Þ images were
selected for each source image classification to constitute the
distributed virtual reality processing technology, and the images
of the isotopic heterologous regions constituted the test image
set. The original image size of the database is 80 × 80. The image
is dimensionally downsampled using downsampling, and the
recognition rate is provided when the dimension changes.

The knowledge of generating raw images as mirror
images and midpixel images forms the dataset. Figure 12 is
a partial image of the FERET database set, the first row is
the original image, the second row is the mirror image,
and the third row is the midintensity pixel image.

Figure 13 compares the accurate recognition rates of
SRC, CRC, ESRC, PCA-SRC, and Ori-Sym and the number
of training samples of this method, respectively.

In order to further verify the performance of this algo-
rithm, SRC, CRC, ESRC, and PCA-SRC are compared with
this method for dimensional changes. Figure 14 is the
change curve of the recognition rate of each algorithm in dif-
ferent dimensions.

6. Conclusion

The rapid development of computer vision technology has pro-
moted the continuous progress of face recognition technology.
Face recognition using human intelligent terminals has been
widely used in all walks of life due to its high recognition rate
and fast speed. This paper optimizes and improves the tradi-
tional face feature detection method based on Gabon filter in
the face feature extraction process by using the personal intelli-
gent terminal to extract the eigenvalues in the face image. In this
paper, we propose to apply the Gabon feature extraction

method to valid regions of the image face. This method creates
a mask model for the face image by using a mask template,
obtains an effective face recognition area, extracts the features
of the image pixel Gabon in the obtained effective face recogni-
tion area, and discards worthless pixel areas outside the valid
recognition area. The facial recognition system reduces the time
required for image recognition and reduces the space complex-
ity. Finally, the experimental test shows that the face recognition
method designed and implemented in this paper can accurately
recognize the face image, operate smoothly, and achieve the
expected target effect. Because the algorithm proposed in this
paper does not have significant effect on the face image with
changes in light intensity and posture during the process of
extracting the main features of the image, the complex in-
depth study of the ambient light and obvious face image recog-
nition with obvious different postures under the personal intel-
ligent terminal is conducted subsequently.
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